A Thousand
and One Plots
“The manipulations of Tzeentch are complex, eternal, and endless.
Foil one scheme and two more come to fruition, like the severed heads
of the fabled hydra. What might seem like failure is but one step on a
long and winding path that only those who been have blessed with the
insight and power of the Changer of Ways may follow.”

I: Tzeentch

–Attributed to Ankhu Anen, Guardian of the
Great Library of Prospero

I

t is often said that Tzeentch is the mastermind behind a
Thousand and One Plots, though it is likely that an entity
with his omniscience, immortality, power, and reach weaves
a complicated web of deceptions and schemes too numerous
to count. The Great Conspirator seeks to spread his influence
and impose his will upon every corner of the galaxy. His plots
within schemes within conspiracies are as convoluted, slippery,
and mutable as the Changer of Ways himself, and they can
take millennia to mature and come to fruition. Sometimes,
Tzeentch’s plans become obvious when, say, a daemonic host
attacks an Imperial planet or a warband of Thousand Sons Space
Marines attacks an Eldar homeworld in an attempt to locate the
fabled Black Library. Less conspicuous tactics—such as bribes,
threats, treachery, assassinations, and coercion—also represent
important parts of Tzeentch’s arsenal. More often, however,
Tzeentch chooses the most subtle tactics imaginable. He
influences the workings of the mortal world quietly: revealing
or concealing important information at opportune moments,
infiltrating the institutions of the mortal world to learn their
secrets and direct their activities, influencing organisational
policies both large and small, bestowing power and rewards
to those who follow him knowingly, and tricking frustrated
scholars, latent psykers, desperate politicians, and ambitious
military officers into doing his will.
The ultimate purpose or purposes behind Tzeentch’s Thousand
and One Plots are not always clear, and even his short-term goals
seem as inscrutable as the Master Deceiver himself. Why do his
forces allow entire worlds under their control to return to Imperial
rule with only nominal resistance in one place, while in another,
they hopelessly defend small, obscure settlements to the last man?
Why does he allow his followers to fight amongst themselves?
Does the Changer of Ways seek to enslave humankind and the
xenos races? Does he hope to destroy the Imperium of Man and
the alien realms? Does he seek to dominate the other Gods of
Chaos? Only Tzeentch knows for sure, assuming motivations that
mortals can comprehend actually exist.
Speculative minds have posited a variety of theories to
explain the mysterious ways of the Great Conspirator. These
hypotheses range from one extreme to the other. Some claim
that every move Tzeentch and his followers make is part of an
elaborate master plan, an elaborate game older than the galaxy.
To these theorists, the Architect of Fate moves only with
deliberation and precision. Though some of Tzeentch’s actions
and decisions may seem random, ill-conceived, or inexplicable
to the limited minds of humans and xenos, everything he does
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is a subtle ploy or gambit in his eternal game. Others postulate
that Tzeentch’s Thousand and One Plots have no purpose other
than to initiate change itself and to engender mayhem and
disorder throughout the galaxy, the very things that nourish
and empower the Changer of Ways. This line of conjecture
concludes that the plots of Tzeentch represent the means to no
end. Whatever Tzeentch’s purposes, if any, what remains clear is
that he and his followers are masters of intrigue and conspiracy.
Evidence suggests that Tzeentch has indirectly played a part in
thousands of miscues, betrayals, freak occurrences, atrocities,
and catastrophes throughout the history of the Imperium and
of the alien races of the galaxy.
The story of Darius Vexa exemplifies Tzeentch’s subtle
scheming. Vexa was a low-level scribe working for the
Departmento Munitorum; for decades, he laboured aboard as
their representative to the Imperial Navy freighter Pococurante.
Vexa’s responsibilities included cataloguing the tithes collected
from manufactorum worlds and hive cities. Many of these tithes
took the form of replacement parts for machines and munitions
that supplied Imperial Guard forces defending Cadia and other
planets throughout the Segmentum Obscurus. Vexa performed
his tedious duties diligently but with little enthusiasm. After many
joyless years, Vexa met Illyra Julian, a young Warrant Officer who
had recently joined the crew of the freighter. Illyra had piercing
blue eyes, a bright smile, and a cheerful demeanour that brought
Vexa a measure of happiness for the few minutes he saw her each
work shift. One day, Illyra came to Vexa with a problem. She
explained that she had made an error on a requisition form. She
asked for twenty crates of 5-millimetre left-winding cogs when
she had intended to request 25-millimetre left-winding cogs. She
asked Vexa to correct the records so that her erroneous request
was the official one, explaining with a wink that no one need be
the wiser. Vexa complied and falsified the requisition documents.
Months later, Cadian Munitorum Sergeants discovered that the
25-millimetre cogs they needed to repair over a dozen Basilisk
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Diary of Milnius Novacor
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Septima and I spent the morning and much of the afternoon
finalising details for the Awards Ceremony that will take
place just four days hence. My respect and admiration for this
young woman grow daily, as she identified several agricultural
engineers responsible for increasing production of the grain
fields of the western continent almost two-fold. As our planet’s
secondary mission is to supply sustenance to the Emperor’s
valiant forces in this sector, certainly these hard-working
individuals deserve recognition for their service. Septima also
informed me that she carefully reviewed the reports of Colonel
Acario, whose scouts identified no threats in Sector 35-Alpha.
I have instructed Septima to issue orders to recall the patrols
and for the troops to return to their regular duties. She has also
arranged for the Rashadian Eastern Symphonium to perform
at the awards program. With the popularity of this orchestra,
I look forward to what will hopefully be our most successful
and best-attended ceremony to date.
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tanks of the 266th Mechanised Company had not arrived. As
such, the tanks would not be available to defend Kasr Derth
against a daemonic horde that descended on the world with
warpfire of blue and pink.
The daemonic creation known as both the Changeling and
the Trickster of Tzeentch epitomises the Great Conspirator’s
scheming tactical preferences, his love of sowing discord and
distrust, and his perverse sense of humour. Tzeentch bestowed
upon the Changeling a doppelganger’s ability to assume any
shape, from the tiniest insect to the largest greater daemon. The
Changeling can imitate the appearance, speech, and mannerisms
of any individual with such uncanny accuracy that he can fool even
those closest to the person he is mimicking, a talent that makes
him the ultimate infiltrator. Tzeentch also gifted his Trickster
with an immense body of information and learning, and this
wisdom assists the Changeling in understanding the motivations,
professions, and knowledge of those he impersonates. One can
imagine the havoc that the Changeling could wreak by simply
taking on the guise of a General of the Imperial Guard and
ordering a retreat in the midst of battle or by replacing the officer
of a ship and ordering it to make a course correction that would
cause it to collide with the nearest star.
On one occasion, the Trickster took the form of Ork Warboss
Irkfang Grubbz of the Evil Sunz Clan, who had recently
conquered Tenebria VI. After the real Grubbz had passed out
following a week of particularly rigourous celebrating, the
Changeling quietly stole into the Ork encampment. Seated atop
Grubbz’s prized warbuggy, the Trickster spent hours (an effective
eternity, given the average greenskin attention span) regaling the
carousing Orks with an elaborate fantasy involving “The Waaagh!
of True Speed.” He created a mythic yarn involving the Ork Gods
Gork and Mork, who one day decided to race each other to see
which “wun wuz da fashtesh.” In the earthy, colourful language
of the Orks, the Changeling described each step of the contest
and embellished his tale with the violent details Orks love, such
as a stretch of the race that spanned half a continent when Gork
and Mork were neck and neck and “bashin’ wun anuvver” for
days. The Trickster knew better than to conclude his tale, which
would have required him to declare one god faster than the other
and thereby risk enraging many of the Orks present. Instead,
while the Orks’ blood was up from his exciting story, he declared
that they would re-create the race of Gork and Mork and, in so
doing, become the Waaagh! of True Speed. The Orks hastily
divided themselves into two teams and mounted their bikes,
buggies, and battle wagons. The enormous greenskin army raced
after the Changeling into the Tenebrian night and, soon after,
drove off a 500-meter cliff, thus ending the Waaagh! of True
Speed and Waaagh! Grubbz to boot.

When the Trickster is not functioning as an infiltrator in this
manner, he tends to adopt a guise that incorporates features of
a number of Tzeentch’s daemons, such as multiple limbs, not
unlike those of Horrors, and sorcerer’s robes. However, this is
not his true shape, for he has long since forgotten his original
form. The Changeling sometimes accompanies Horrors into
battle, where his deceptive powers compel the enemy to see
their comrades as daemons and vice versa. The Changeling
amuses himself with these petty illusions, as they appeal to his
daemonic sense of humour (and his master’s as well).
Those who study the ways of Tzeentch, be they followers,
allies, or enemies, often meet with frustration as they try to
comprehend the Great Conspirator. Many give up and claim
that the Dark Gods are unknowable or that the Changer
of Ways has no ultimate purpose and seeks only to foster
disorder. Others go mad while plumbing the depths of
Tzeentch’s abyssal conspiracies and are either executed as
heretics or locked away for the remainder of their lives. A
handful of the wisest who try to understand the spider web
design underlying the Thousand and One Plots sometimes
begin to perceive the faintest whispers of the twisted strings
moving Tzeentch’s puppets and the convoluted threads that
make up his elaborate tapestry. Such individuals are to be
respected and feared, as they are more likely than most to be
granted favours from the hands of the Architect of Fate.
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